ROCK-GREEN MLS, LLC
CHANGE FORM

MLS# _______________ ADDRESS _______________________________ CITY ___________

OFFICE NAME: ___________________________________________________

STATUS CHANGE: Entered into Paragon™ by _____________________ Administrator

“EXTENSION, WITHDRAWN BY SELLER, DELAYED, EXPIRED/TERMINATION, AND PRICE CHANGES MAY BE SUBMITTED ON AN AMENDMENT WITH THE MLS NUMBER WRITTEN ON THE AMENDMENT.”

ACTIVE-C (Offer with continue to Show) Accepted offer date: ________________
Multiple/Competing Written offers: Yes ____ No ____

ACTIVE-B (offer with Bump) Accepted offer Date: ________________
Multiple/Competing Written offers: Yes ____ No ____

ACTIVE-B (offer with Bump) Accepted offer Date: ________________
Multiple/Competing Written offers: Yes ____ No ____

PENDING (Accepted Offer-NO More Showings) when contingencies are met, enter mandatory pending information Accepted Date: ________________

BACK ON MARKET (from AC or AB) effective date: ________________

BACK ON MARKET (from Pending or Delayed by seller) Effective date: ________________

WITHDRAWN BY SELLER: Show date: _______ Withdrawn Effective Date: _______

EXPIRED/TERMINATED Effective date: ________________

SOLD/CLOSED Accepted offer date: ________________ Closed date: ____________
Sale price: ____________ Seller Concessions: ____________
Selling agent/office: ____________________________________________

TYPE OF FINANCING: (Please check one)

TYPE OF SALE: (Please check one)
Court Approved: ____ REO: ____ Short Sale: ____ Arm’s Length: ____ Non Arm’s Length: ____ Relocation: ____

KEYWORD CHANGE: (Profile Sheet) ADD: ______________________________________________
DELETE: ___________________________________________________________________________

REMARK CHANGE: (Fill out separate sheet for changes)

FEATURE CHANGE: (Profile Sheet) ADD: _____________________________________________
DELETE: __________________________________________________________________________